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Address Saint-Gobain Glass Co.,Ltd. 
7th Floor, Office Tower,  
Bund Center, 222 Yan´an Road (East)  
200002

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Saint-Gobain Glass (SGG) has one high-quality float line in Qingdao plant and one advanced magnetron coating line with an annual capacity of 6
million square meters in Nanjing plant, which mainly produces energy saving soft coated glasses, such as Low-E and Solar control products. In 2004,
SGG became the first manufacturer providing tempered single silver low-E glass for Chinese market. In 2008 it led the market by providing tempered
double silver ranges SGG Cool-Lite SKN II series. SGG also provided specialized energy-saving Glass curtain wall solutions among domestic market.
Due to substantial investment in research and development, Saint-Gobain has been in a leading position in Low-E glass manufacturing sector. 
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